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ICYMI: German Political Foundation Warns Democracy’s in Danger in
Mongolia

As the Mongolian People’s Party moves to end to free and fair elections in the country tomorrow with an illegal 
change to Mongolia’s election law, Johann Fuhrmann and Max Duckstein of the Konrad-Adenauer-

Foundation warn of a democracy in danger:

“The lead-up to the Mongolian presidential elections on June 9 is getting messier by the day. On April 16 the 
constitutional court ruled to bar the incumbent president Kh Battulga from running a second time for the 
position of head of state. The decision aroused opposition among the political opposition of the landlocked 
Asian country and led to an exchange of accusations between the president and the former socialist ruling party, 
the Mongolian People’s Party. But the decision comes with many implications and might put the political 
system in serious jeopardy.

Battulga was elected in 2017 as a candidate nominated by the largest Mongolian opposition party, the Democratic Party. 
During his campaign, he was regarded as a political outsider but gathered support among voters who were critical of 
placing more political power in the hands of the ruling Mongolian People’s Party and their unpopular candidate M 
Enkhbold. Although he campaigned on a platform of hawkish views on Chinese-Mongolian relations, his presidential 
agenda was shaped by ideas of careful balancing and further cautious rapprochement towards the People’s Republic. ...

.... In a country where the trust in the independence of courts is certainly underwhelming and the electoral system assured 
a supermajority for the government for two consecutive terms, losing one more check on power seems by itself already 
potentially harmful enough. Undermining the democratic process by the parliament gladly accepting to ban one of the 
most promising candidates from running seems irritating for assuring people that checks and balances are still in 
place. ”

... Read the full article here
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These materials are distributed by DCI Group on behalf of the Democratic Party of Mongolia. 
Additional information is on file with the U.S. Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.
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